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In this paper we construct n new class of infinite tensor product Banach 
spaces. We call them spaces of type v since they are constructed in a manner 
which closely parallels van Neumanns construction of infinite tensor products 
of Hilbert spaces. We use these spaces to present results on infinite tensor 
products of semigroups of operators. 
In this paper we initiate the study of infinite tensor products of Banach 
spaces. The method used closely parallels that of von Neumann [16], who 
considered infinite tensor products of Hilbert spaces. In order to distinguish 
these spaces from a number of other varieties, we call them spaces of type V. 
The need for such spaces came about in an attempt to extend results obtained 
in [4] on infinite tensor products of semigroups of operators on Hilbert spaces. 
In a subsequent paper we shall study a number of questions which we leave 
open in this paper. 
\Ve use the results of infinite tensor product Hilbert spaces freely and refer 
the reader to von Neumann [16]. A brief introduction to his work may be found 
in Gill [4] or Reed [20]. In the second section we briefly recall some results 
on finite tensor products of operators on Banach spaces and discuss the various 
reasonable norms which may be used. The third and fourth sections are devoted 
to the development of our theory of Banach spaces of type v. In Section 5 
we extend results obtained in [4] on infinite tensor products of semigroups of 
operators. In the last section we give a simple construction of the infinite- 
dimensional Laplacian of Iimemura [25]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The notations and conventions may be found in Ichinose [lo] and Shatten 
[22]. Throughout, B will denote a separable Banach space and H will denote a 
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separable Hilbert space. If B, and B, are two Banach spaces the algebraic 
tensor product of R, and B, is denoted by B, @ B, , every element 4 E B, “, B, 
may be written as $ == Cyll +lV @ 4; where {$<j- t B, , {c$;) E B, 
There are many norms which may be defined on B, 2 B, such that the 
completion is also a Banach space (cf. Qhatten [22]). 
DEFINITION 2.1. The norm 7 on B, 61 B, is the polar norm of the unit ball 
in L(B, , B,) (cf. the space of all continuous bilinear-forms on B, x R,). 
This norm corresponds to the prniective topologv. For 4 E B, @J B, , 
This norm is equivalent to: 
Ii+!, =~- inf 1 1: &I ,:B, !I $2” ~ B2 : (b =-= x(61” @dz’/. 
t Y ” 
DEFINITIOK 2.2. The norm /\ on B, cij B, is the norm induced on hy the 
topology T of biequicontinuous convergence I,(BF , @) (cf. Bf denotes the 
dual of Hi). For + E B, 0 B, : 
= sup(l($, Fl X F&I : (Fl , Fz) E Br x B.: with ii Fi ,, < 1, i -- 1, 2;. 
DEFINIUOK 2.3. A norm 01 (written 11 . ~/ a) on B, @ B, is called a crossnorm 
if: 
for & E B, , & E B, . A norm a: on B, @ B, is said to be reasonable if: 
(i) z is a cross norm on B, @ B, , and 
(ii) the dual norm cx* induced by the dual of B, 0, B, is a crossnorm on 
B,* @ B; . 
The norm pi* on Bf @ B,* induced by (B, 0, B,)* is also reasonable. I,et a 
be a given crossnorm or reasonable norm. We denote by B, @= B, the completion 
of B, @ B, with respect to the norm 01, and by BT @; Bt the completion of 
Bf @ Bc with respect to the norm 01 *. It is known that in general B,* @, RF 
can be identified with a closed subspace of (B, @,, B,)“. (cf. Shatten [22]). 
THEOREM 2.1 (Shatten [22]). 
(i) h and y are reasonable cyossnorms. 
(ii) every crossnorm z with h -< o( < y is reasonable. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let (FY} E B” , {F,“] E B* , 1 < v < n then: 
DEFINITION 2.4. y is called the greatest reasonable norm and ,\ is called the 
smallest reasonable norm on B, @ B, . 
DEFINITION 2.5. A reasonable norm a: is said to be faithful if the natural 
continuous linear mapping of B, Bj, B, into B, @, B, is one to one (cf. Ichinose 
[lOI)- 
Let -4 , i == I,2 be closed linear operators defined on domains Di of Bi , 
,4, : D+ C Bi + B i = 1,2. The mapping ($l, 4”) + A,@ @ A.# is bilinear 
from D(A,) 0 D,(A,) - B, 0 B, . The corresponding linear mapping of 
D,(A,) @ D,(,4,) into B, @ B, is denoted by A, @ A, , and called the tensor 
product of the operators A and B. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A crossnorm or reasonable norm a: on B, Q) B, is called 
uniform if for anv pair (A, , A,) of bounded linear operators we have: 
LEMMA 2.2. The norms y and /\ are uniform. 
The following theorems will be useful and are stated here for reference. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Ichinose [IO]). Let A, and A, be densely defined closable 
linear operators in B, and B, , respectively. If 01 is a uniform faithful reasonable 
norm on B, @ B, then A, @ A, is a densely de$ned closable linear operator on 
B, B;, B, (where A denotes closure). 
THEOREM. 2.3 (Ichinose [lo]). Let A, and A, be densely dejne closable linear 
operators on B, and B, , respectively, u;ith nonempty resolvent sets. If UI is a uniform 
faithful reasonable norm on B, @ B, . Then 
(1) A, @ I2 + I1 @ A, is closable and densely de$ned with 
THEOREM 2.4 (Lumer [13]). Let B be a Banach space, to each pair {x, y) 
in B, there exists a complex number (s, y) such that: 
(1) (x + y, 4 = (x, 4 + (Y, x>. 
(2) (&Y) = 4% Y). 
(3) kr>I < II4 . IiylL 
(4) (x, x) = /I x 112. 
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‘I‘HEORERI 2.5 (Kuelbs [12]). 1J B ‘. IS a separable Banach space with room 
j & , then there exists an inner product ( , ) d ji e ne wt B such that the rompletion d 
of B by ( , ) is a separable Hilbert space H, satisfying: 
(1) B C H (as a subset), 
(2) in .x liw s. 1; x ~,{ for al2 x in B, 
(3) ri’n : R n .?/I, ) 
where A.$ , .& , respectively, are the a-algebras on B and H geuerated by the 
open sets. 
We note that there are many inner products on B which will work; however 
since H is separable, all such inner products will generate isomorphic spaces 
having B as a dense subset. Lumer and Phillips [14] used the inner product 
to discuss contraction semigroups on Banach spaces. Kuelb’s use of inner 
products was to extend Gaussian measures to Banach spaces and to deduce 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of such measures. We 
shall use this method to construct infinite tensor products of Banach spaces. 
3. INFINITE TENSOR PRODUCTS OF BANACH SPACES 
Let I be a countable set and for each i E T let B, be a separable Banach space. 
Let ( , )i be the associated inner product on Bi , and Hi the completion of Bi 
with respect to ( , )i . Suppose {&) E XT=, Bi and denote by A, those sets 
{&) such that: 
(4 f l~15MBi- 1 I < ~0, i-l 
(3.1) 
(b) f I I’ di ilHi - 1 I < a. 
i-l 
DEFINITION 3.1. We define &, Bi ={WJ& @I;-, &’ I{$;} E A / v = 1,2,... n} 
and we call this the pre-infinite tensor product Banach space. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. For each i let B, = UJO, l] (the space of continuous functions 
on [0, 11) and II xIIB, = sup,<,cl / x(t)\, define (x,y) = Ji x(t)y(t) dt then (x,y) 
is an inner product on @[O, l] which generates L,[O, 11. Let n be fixed >l and 
choose, for each i, q(t) = t (1/2)(4n-1) then it is easy to check that: 
(hence (1 xi iiH, < ‘i xi ilR,) 
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(2) (a) f / /I xi lIB, - 1 j = 2 1 1 - 1 1 :=g 0 
i=l i=l 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let Bi and Hi be as in Example 3.1 and set ;u((t) = 
(i + l)liz tii2, then 1’ xi llHi = 1 and 11 xi IIs, = (i f l)lj2 
* gl i I[ Xi I/H, - 1 j Z 0 
f j jj xi IiBi - 1 / = 2 I(i + 1)1’2 - 1 1 = co. 
1=1 i=l 
These two examples show that neither condition includes the other. It shall 
become apparent in Section 4 that both are needed. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose {y$}, (Q!Q} E d and {Fi} E Xi”=, B,* such that 1) F, ~1 < 1 
then: 
i=l 
(3) fi l($t ,Fi>i I < ~0. 
i=l 
Proof. Condition (3.1) guarantees (l), (2) was proved by von Neumann 
[16] and (3) follows from the fact that: 
since I(&“, F,)i / < /I Ciy ijei it is clear that lI# Iln < 114 Ily on the other hand, 
if+= 0~=1~~~thenIlN. =ll~Iln=lTIi”=llI~illBi. 
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LEMMA 3.1. i, . l,y and /I IIA me cmsnouns and; 1, . \lH < 1, . I’;A < j/ . j/y. 
Proof. The above discussion shows that j; . I’,, zc ;’ I,.,, ; by Theorem 3.1 (2) 
but 
for (Ci:, {&> E A 
Hence, 
= fi (A , 4JHi = fj /I A lIPi G fi Ii Ci I:& = I! 4 II: . i=l 
Hence we have: I/ C#J IIH < // 4 /I,, ; this clearly extends to all 4 E @$=, Bi . 
Let &zl Bi be the completion of @F=“=, Bi with respect to any crossnorm u: 
which satisfies: h < 01 < y, and denote by c&‘=, Hi , the completion of &, Bi 
with respect to [ , lH . 
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose {pi) E @)T=, BT set 
(3.2) 
if this number is finite then we say that @$!, Fi is in @,E, B: (for a*) and write 
(3.3) 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose &, F, is in @r=, BF (fov CK* where h < 01 < y), then: 
Proof. It follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that: 
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LEMMA 3.3. A* is a crossnorm. 
Proof. In our definition of 11 . lIA , we map write it as: 
We then have: 
This clearly implies that 
Hence 
Combine this with Lemma 3.2 and we have 
Let Ti : Bi + Bi be a bounded linear operators such that nT=, /I Ti IIB < co, 
let TF denote the ajoint of Ti and suppose 02, Fi E ~~zl Bf for A*. i$e then 
have : 
LEMMA 3.4. h is uniform. 
Proof. 
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Hence: 
since this is true for any @~=, F, E & BT for A* 7:. 
~1 t 6 Ti$iy jil < fi II Ti IIS, ji f 6 +i" /iA . 
v=l z=1 1=1 v=l is1 
It follows from Definition 2.5, that h is uniform. 
We combine the results of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 into the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. h is a uniform reasonable norm. 
To the wirter’s knowledge, conditions under which a general 01, with 
h < oi < y, is uniform, are not known. 
We complete this section with the following theorem which conceptually 
rounds out the general properties of uniform reasonable norms on @T t B, 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose a: is a crossnorm on @z:, Bi and h :t; a: L< y, then: 
(1) y* < a* :< x*. 
(2) CY* is a crossnorm on a,“_, BF (cf. 01 is reasonable). 
(3) y is uniform. 
Hence using (3.2) we have 
This completes (1). 
Using the above we get (since A* is a crossnorm) 1~ @y=, F, I~,* :< 
IX:1 I! Fi I;B: ; combining this with Lemma 3.2 we have (2) 11 @TCIFj ii.* =-. 
Hz1 ilFillB; . (3) Let fTi1 b e a set of bounded linear operators such that 
nyel 11 Ti II < co; then 
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A few comments are in order. The above proofs follow those of Shatten [22], 
except for the natural requirement that infinite products converge. The extent 
to which Shatten’s results carry over will be discussed at some other time. It 
should be noted that in all the theorems in this section, only condition 3.1 (a) 
is used. Finally, in Example 3.1, we note that 
We shall not pursue this line of investigation in this paper, since an approach 
which deletes condition 3.1 (b) d oes not appear tractable. This will become clear 
in Section 4; however we do present the following lemma: 
then 
4. BANACH SPACES OF TYPE V 
In this section we use condition (3.1) and results of von Neumann [16] to 
further analyze the structure of @$~r Bi . 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let OT be a uniform reasonable norm on @Fz”, Bi , and 
suppose on each Bj , an inner product is defined, ( , )i such that condition (3.1) 
is satisfied. We then call OF=“, Bi a Banach space of type V. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let 4 = &, CJ$ and # = &, I,!J~ be elements in a:=“, Bi ; 
we say that 4 is equivalent to # and write it as 4 = $ if and only if: 
ZEl I(& 9 Gi)i - 1 I < a. 
THEOREM 4.1. The relation dejned above is an equivalence relation which 
decomposes @i”=“, Bi into disjoint equivalence classes. With respect to the norm 
11 . lIH of Lemma 3.1, these classes generate mutually orthogonal separable subspaces 
of &!, Hk . Denote (for each 4 = &=, &) by+ (2~::~ Bi = {$c @FzI Bi [ $ s +} 
4 @i”=, Hi = {+ & Hi j # = 4); h t e notation is the same as in [4]. 
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THEOREM 4.2. S I uppose $& & and @I:=, c,!J~ E L,T.=“~ Bi then: 
(1) @I;=, 4; @$ r $r [or!, rf< , &?, +!J,]~, 0 (f aud oniy ;f 
(q$ , #i)i == Ofor some i. 
(2) @L1 q$ $=, & if and only (f xzml I/ c$+ ~~ t,!~~ i ki ix co. 
(3) If EL1 1 4, -- ysi jH? < cc -, @>I;:, 4, &Tl $hi . 
(4) If & + 4, is tmefw at most ajnite number of i then @,“=, & c~;~~, 4 . 
Proof. (1) and (2) are proved by van Neumann [16]. (3) follows from 
!I 4( - $4 ‘Ik, < Ii 4, -- #i Ii, 1 (4) trivially follows from (3) or (2). 
THEOREM 4.3. (1) 4 &, H, 3 b, @$zl Bi 
(2) d, @;:I B, is a separable Banach space. 
Proof. (1) follows from von Neumann [16] and the fact that 4 E + @$“r Bi _ 
For (2) we need only show that Q &:r Bf is closed; hence supposeg’l E 4 @$:t Bf 
and j] g” - g7” Ija + 0, by (1) g” t 4 &r-r Hi and since this subspace is ciosed 
there exists a g in 5, &, II, such that ~ g” -- g ]lH --j 0. On the other hand, 
@$?r Bi is complete, hence g t @$zr B, ; since (@~~I 13, ~mm u& 4’1 !zTr Hi we 
must have g E I,!J @$zr B, for some 4. 
NOW 
?r a 
C,!J @; Bi CT C$ 6, Hi is not empty 
1=1 t-1 
~~ #GBiC+&Hi= wemusthave#- 4 
1-l i=l 
and hence g E 4 &‘r Bi . 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let 6, = @$, & and rj =I (&Y, I,& be in @;:I Bi we say- 
that 4 is weakly equivalent to 4, written 4 --I” 4 if and only if there exist complex 
numbers zi with ! z, i = 1, and 
THEOREM 4.4. 4 =(C # is an equivalence relation on @$=~l Bi which decomposes 
it into disjoint equivalence classes. With respect to j] ’ IIH , these classes generate 
mutually ovthogona2 subspaces and 4 ES 4 if and only if ~~zl 1 1 (+i , I,!Q)~ / -- 
1 I < co, denote by $w (S&z’1 Bi = {# j # E?’ C/J in (jj$?=~ Bi} and +w @~!, Hi =-= 
{# 1 z) G’C $I in @;=, Hz}. 
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THEOREM 4.5. (1) C& @T”, Bi is a closed subspace of @)T’, Bi . 
(2) C,O::~ B, C4, @:I H> . 
(3) +sr C$rl B, =Q,,IEdl,G+6 (4 @all B,) (direct sum). 
Proof. (I) is proven as in Theorem 4.3. (2) follows from Theorem 4.3. 
(3) follows from (I), (2), and Theorem 4.4. 
It is known (von Neumann [ 161) that (4 j Ji =:‘c $ and # m:~ $1 is an uncountable 
set; hence (5,? &Ti Bi is not separable. Tt is also known that under certain 
conditions we may identify CJS(~ @L, Hi with B,(G), E-l) where 9 is some subset 
of R, and His a separable Hilbert space (cf. Bharucha-Reid [I]). The following 
theorems are due to von Neumann and carry over without any change. 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose i 4i ~Ioi = 1 for all i E I, then 4 @)F=“, B, is the closure 
of the set qf all +A -= @?,“, +; such that #i T= al is true for at most a ,finite number 
of i. 
THEOREM 4.7 (Associative Law). Suppose J is an index set such that, for 
each j E J there exists a set Zf and fey jl f j, , I,, n Zj,, = CT, and uisJ Ij = I. 
Let 4 (2:; 1 (bi be$xed in @y:l Bi , then there exists a un@ue isometric isomorphism 
of (6,~,~=~r Bi and 4 @)rE, @ (@TEIj Bi) zohere $ ._- (& $I~ corresponds to 
BjtJ @; (&,, di) for each 4 in 4 @$I1 Bi (cf. aon Neumann [16]). 
It should be noted that the above theorem is false for &?r B, ; and it is 
not known whether it is true for &,, &:i B, . 
In the case for Hilbert spaces the above method was used by von Neumann 
[16] and hence we call them spaces of Type T’. Other approaches to the con- 
struction of special infinite tensor products of Banach and Hilbert spaces exist 
and we refer to Guichardet [6, 71 and Streater and Wulfsohn [23]. 
5. INFINITE TENSOR PRODUCTS OF SEMIGROUPS OF OPERATORS 
In this section we extend results that were proved in [4]. The results were 
proved without use of the Hilbert space structure, and hence carry over to the 
Banach space setting with the the requirement of a faithful uniform reasonable 
norm. Theorem 5.2 is new and extends a result of Reed [20]. 
Let a: be faithful uniform reasonable norm defined on @T:r Bi where Bi 
is a separable Banach space for each i. Let Ti(t) be a strongly continuous semi- 
group of operators defined on Bi . For each finite n, we denote by @z, Bi , 
the closure of the finite tensor product Banach space. We also denote the 
continuous extension of &, Tj(t) to the whole space by C&Z=*, T,(t). 
THEOREM 5. I. For every n (n finite), 
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(1) P(t) = &T1 Ti(L) is a strongly continuous semigroup on $$~, B, . 
(2) TTL(t) has a unique extension T”(t) to all of @FzI Bi such that for all 
rectors 4 = @y=, #J, , 7ce haae: 
bmiMA 5.1. Let AtO be a dense]?! de$ned rlosable linear operator on B,() .with 
domain DiO . Then 
(1) There exists a unique extension -qi, of -?,(, defined on a dense domain 
Die in @y”, 13, , such that for all eertors 4 =: ~2:~ , $J( with di, t l),O I w haze 
(2) If AiO is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semigroup 7iO(t), 
then A*, is the unique injGaitesirna1 generator of a contraction semigroup TiO(t) 
which is the extension of TiO(t) to @I;:, Bi (cf.) Dip =L DiO @ ($,,,zi, Bi). 
THEOREN 5.2. Let -gfi 1 ‘5; k < 11’ be infinitesimal generators of strongly 
continuous contraction semigroups on B,. for each k, with domains D(-f,), and let 
n be a faithful uniform reasonable norm on @TzUI B, . Then there exists unique 
extensions A;. , each dejined on the same dense domain D(A, ... .-I,.) in fi$$rI B, 
such that for all cectors 4 :mm &, $i with $A E D(A,) 1 -< k c. S, we have 
4 E D(A, ..’ AN) and: 
(1) >i,:$~ =- (A,,.$,) 2 (Gittk $i); furthermore 
(2) --1# =: Ciml =f,;# is a densely dejned closable linear operator. on A‘,~~~, Bi 
whose closure is the injinitesimal generator of the tensor product contraction semi- 
group. 
Proof. Since each --I,. , 1 _ k dC 3 is defined on a different ZZ,, set 
D(A, ... AN) : ($i D(A,) where B(A,) is constructed as in Lemma 5.1. 
It is not hard to see that D(A, ... AN) is dense in @TJr Bi , and (1) is well defined 
by Lemma 5.1. Theorem 2.2 guarantees that -?i7? = I, @ A,. $) (c.)::‘~~ .i 1;) 
is a densell- defined closable linear operator on @TT?l B, . Let Tk(t) be the semi- 
group generated by Al, then @tz, T,(t) has a unique extension T”(t) to 
@y=, Bi , by Theorem 5.1 it is easy to see that F(t) is a contraction semigroup 
if and only if each T,Jt) is one also. A simple calculation shows that the infini- 
tesimal generator 0 of T‘“(t) satisfies Q# =- xr=‘=, A,+, @ (@T+, $0 for all 
erectors 4 = @T=, 4, with zJJC E D(A,) 1 < k r-’ JV. Theorem 2.3 guarantees 
that the closure A coincides with Q. 
Assume the TJt) are contraction semigroups. 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let (Ai} be the associated infinitesimal generators with domains 
D(AJ. Suppose that there exists a S > 0 such that for t E (0,6] and $ := &, $i E 
@Tj=s Bi we have: 
(5.1) 
and S(t) is a continuous function for t E (0, 61. We then have: 
(I) T(t) = @Tzul Ti(t) is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup 011 
@;:l Bi . 
(2) T(t) I/ G $ for all # of the form 4 = &, z/i E @);:I Bi . 
(3) T(t) == s lim,,, T”(t) where T”(t) is dejked in Theorem 5:l. 
The condition T(t) 4 E: 4 says that T(t) is reduced (in the terminology of 
von Neumann [16]) on every subspace + $&?Jr Bi ; this means that T(t) is a 
semigroup on $ @Jr=*, B, . It follows from Theorem 4.2 (3) that T(t) is reduced 
on 4 OF:=“, B, if and only if condition (5.1) is satisfied. This result is already 
included in Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 of [4]; in fact assuming (without loss of 
generality) that /I lclj ‘1 = 1 in (5.1) we obtain the identity: 
Let A be the infinitesimal generator of T(t) in Theorem 5.2 and let D(A) be 
its domain. Let A” denote the infinitesimal generator of T”(t), then: 
THEOREM 5.4. If I)+ E D(Ai) and # = @Tzl #; E @y:l Bi then + E D(A) and: 
(1) 4 = Z:i”=, W,k) 0 U&i A). 
(2) A”$ = Ck (A<$i) 0 CO& +i). 
(3) A” -+,? A on D(A). 
(4) R(h, A”) +s R(h, A) for all h E p(A). 
where p(A) is the resolvent set, and convergence is in the strong topology. 
We now remove the restriction that each Ti(t) be a contraction semigroup. 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose T,(t) is a strongly continuous semigroup on Bj for 
each i and further suppose: 
(1) /I Ti(t)ljaz < lMi exp esdt, 
(2) 0 < nTzl Mi = M < CO and / ZY, fli 1 = ! /3 j < CO, 
(3) {T,(t)) satisfy condition (5.1), 
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then : 
(1) T(t) = @;!I T,(t) is a strongly continuous semigroup on OTTI Bi. 
(2) T(t) 4 17: I) for $i = &; 1 I& t &:l B, 
(3) 11 T(t)lj, <; llzeflr. 
It has been shown by Feller [3], Miyadera [15], and Phillips [IS] that if 
T(.) satisfies iI T(t)il z% Meat then there exists an equivalent norm on the same 
space such that T(t) becomes a contraction semigroup, so that in this sense, 
Theorem 5.3 covers all cases. 
Let {A,} be a set of infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous contraction 
semigroups on {B?]; then each fli is dissipative. Denote by II,,e(Ai) C D(AJ the 
set in Bi on which A4i is essentially dissipative (e.g., i2, is closable in D,“(&).) 
DEFINITION 5.1. We say that 4 =- &j~!r di is a strong convergence vector 
for {Aj} (defined in Lemma 5.1) on # @$~r Bi if $j E ZI,“(Ai) for all i and 
s lim7z+a EY, Ai exists. 
Denoted by B6 the finite span of the set ($ = @F-r 4, i & E D&Q, & --: $i 
for i > IV} N is arbitrary. Th en, as + = z,,l~ (see Theorem 4.1) we see that 
4 (&?r Bi = 4 &Tr B, and hence by Theorem 4.2 (4) D, is dense in # @yz, Bi . 
Let & denote the strong limit of Cz, iz”j on D, . 
The following theorem is essentially contained in Reed [20]. 
THEOREM 5.6. With the above uotation 
(1) A, is essentially dissipative on D, . 
(2) If /I is another strong convergence vector fey [&‘, on C$ @yJL B, then the 
closure of A& equals the closure of &, , which we denote by ,L2. 
The carry over of Reed’s theorem to this setting is obtained as 3~ is a faithful 
uniform reasonable norm. 
By setting Ai := [(- l)i/i] Ii w h ere I, is the identity operator on Bi (cf. Reed 
[20]) it is easy to show that any vector 4 E OT”, R, , 4 Mom @rzI dj is a strong 
convergence vector; but a simple calculation shows that condition (5.1) is not 
satisfied. (See also Gill [4].) This shows that Reed’s approach is more general. 
These issues will be discussed in another paper since one view of the situation 
implies the need for a more general theorv of measure on Banach spaces. 
6. APPLICATION 
A number of writers have given definitions of the infinite dimensional Laplace 
operator. (cf. Piech [19], U memura [25]). In this section we give a simple defi- 
nition of the Laplace operator as an aside to the direct construction of a class 
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of infinite dimensional diffusion processes. The advantage of our approach is 
that is is constructive. The germ of the idea was part of the writers dissertation 
[4A] but the method seems to be well known to workers in quantum field 
theory (cf. Reed [20]). It may be stated conceptually that one chooses a space 
to fit the given operator as opposed to forcing the operator to fit a given space. 
In quantum field theory, this idea seems to play a dominant role in the repre- 
sentation theory for canonical commutation relations. In a subsequent publi- 
cation, we shall apply these methods to provide a constructive solution to the 
problem of two-dimensional viscous flow with random forcing (cf. Gill [5]). 
We shall also consider a new approach to the cross terms problem in the inter- 
action Hamiltonian (cf. Reed [20, 211). 
Let E, be a subset of Rak where each nk is finite for each K. E, need not be 
compact; set B, = C[E,] if E, is compact and B, = C,[E,] otherwise, where 
@,,[E,J is the set of continuous functions on E, which vanish at infinity. 
In either case, set I! 4 jlDic = SUP,~ i + I. Let pli be a measure on lBI, (the Bore1 
a-algebra on Ek) such that pk(Ek) = 1. Define ( , )k on C[E,] by (&, &Jk = 
JEr Cd4 Iclk(4 cLk(dX). It . 1s well known that the completion of B, with respect 
to this inner product isL,[E, , [EB, pLk] = Hk , and B, is a dense subset of Hk . 
Define & on @[E,] by 
h(x) = 1 XEE, 
zzz 0 otherwise 
then +I, E @[E,]. In case B, = C,[E,] let &(x) b e such that I/ & ill == 1 we shall 
define it more fully in particular cases. 
LEMMA 6.1. 
$?&[E,]d 
i=l 
Proof, Let f(zcl ... xH) be any tame function in C[ X,“=, Ek] (where N is 
arbitrary) and define J(x~ ... xN) =f x ( X~C=Nil&J, then ~EC$ Xyil C[E,]. 
Define @: C[ Xy=, Ei] --f 4 XFJ1 @[E,] by @(f) = /‘, then: 
(1) Wl + f2) = @W + @‘(f& 
(4 @(af) = m@(f). 
(3) I! @(f>llA = IlfllcrEl . 
(4) @(fl) = @(fJ -fl = fi (e.g. @ is one to one). 
Since elements of the formf(X, ... X,) are dense in C[ X,“=, E,] and elements 
of the form J are dense in $ @yJ1 C[E,], we define @(f) = limn+m @(fJ for 
any f E C[ xf, E,] where {fn} is a sequence of tame functions converging to f. 
As h is faithful, @ can be extended to 4 &, C[&] in a one to one way. It is clear 
that @ is an isometric isomorphism. 
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We note that in the Hilbert space case Guichardet [6] has proved that 
c OL L&I = LE x L Kkl. 
Let us assume that Ek is a subset of R, and let +fi E a=[&] have bounded 
continuous second partials. Define 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(We assume that 02(xk) and uk(xk) are both Lip (l).) 
In the theory of diffusion processes, it is well known that ,4i1) is the generator 
of the one-dimensional Wiener process and that(7.2) generates a diffusion process 
which can be represented on the same sample space with the same probability 
structure (cf. Dynkin [2]). 
It is also true that each operator at) i : :: 1,2 is the generator of a strongly 
continuous transition semigroup 7$)(t) on @[Es]. The semigroups in turn may 
he represented as: 
Tp)(t)#k = .,, pci)(t, X, dy) &(r) i= 1,2, (6.3) 
k 
where Pp)(t, X, r) is a normal conservative transition probability measure on E, . 
Now, if Bk = C,[E,], let & satisfy A,+& = 0, then (b = @jr==, $k is a strong 
convergence vector for {Aki) i ~2~ 1,2 (cf. Lemma 5.1 and Definition 5.1). 
We now use Reed’s theorem to conclude that: 
ZL 
4i = zl Aki i == 1, 2 (6.4) 
is the unique strong closure ofmbi . 
By Theorem 5.2, 
N 
AiN _ 1 /$,i i- I,2 
i=l 
is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semigroup on + @r:i UZ[E,] which 
is easily seen to be transition. We now use the Trotter-Kato theorem to conclude 
that Ai L- s lim,,, AiN is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
transition semigroup P(t) defined 4 &, C[E,]. Again, using Theorem 5.2 
we conclude that: P(t) = @$ Tki(t). We now use Lemma 6.1 to identify 
P(t) as a strongly continuous transition semigroup on a=[ X:-i E,]. 
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Let x’ be an element in [ XT=r Ek] = E and suppose f(s) E C[ Xz-r EL], 
then: 
(where DY represents a generalized, element of integration) and 
T’“(t)f(x) = 1 PiN(t, X, DY)f(Y)i = 1, 2. 
E 
It is not hard to show (cf. Gill [4]) that 
Pyt, x, I-) YYy pyt, x, T) i= 1,2. 
(6.5) 
(64 
We now have the following representations on C[ X,“=, Z&J -= @[El. For 
4 E D[Al] n D[A2] 
(6.7) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
DEFINITION 7.1. We say that Al is the Direct simple representation of the 
Laplace operator in infinitely many variables (cf. 6.9). 
DEFINITION 7.2. We say that A2 is the Direct simple representation of the 
nonterminating diffusion generator in infinitely many variables (cf. 6.10). 
We note that all of our results are still valid if we replace C[E,] by B[E, , gd], 
the space of bounded measurable functions f(xk) with the norm: llfil = 
s”Pzk~E, / fhkb It is also clear that these results are true in the Hilbert space 
case; we then need only use the theory of [4] to get the above conclusions. If 
we set uk(xk) = 2 and uk(xk) -= -.xk/ c2 in (6.10) and we obtain the infinite 
dimensional Laplace operator of Umemura [25]: 
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In our construction of A1 and A” from (A,.lS and {A,“} we used the tensor 
product method. In [S] we shall construct a different version of ;12 which has 
the following form: 
where X = (x1 . ..) E ><7Tz1 E, . 
This version will prove useful in the study of turbulence (cf. Gill [SJ). 
In our construction of the representation, we used a particular vector which 
determined the space on which we would work; in general this is the proper 
approach as have been noted by workers in field theory. In a subsequent 
publication we shall systematically explore this approach. 
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